How a fashion brand saw a 16x ROI
with abandoned cart recovery
& product recommendations
Success story: Venezia Industry: fashion

75% of visitors abandon their cart with the intention of returning. That could be a lot of
lost sales if you don’t give them a reminder to come back and complete their purchase.
What’s more, product recommendations could be making up 35% of your revenue.
By leveraging a combination of abandoned shopping cart and product recommendation
modules in your email marketing program, you could see a 16x ROI.

About
Venezia is a leather goods boutique that
manufactures a wide range of fashionable
products, including, shoes, bags, jackets
and other accessories. They sell their products
through their online store in Europe and in over
65 outlets.
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Problem
Venezia wanted to grow sales by increasing the number of purchases their customers made on their
website. Futhermore, they wanted to leverage their customer’s behavioral data via the email channel to
ensure they were sending relevant content and not losing customers at the end of their purchasing funnel.

Solution
Venezia employed ExpertSender’s Web
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Venezia’s abandoned shopping cart email generated
a 12% conversion rate among clickers.
Product recommendations generated by ExpertSender
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Over a one-month period, Venezia obtained
the following results with the ExpertSender

Product Recommendations

Abandoned Shopping Cart and Product

Shopping Cart Abandonment

Recommendations modules.

Marketing Automation

A 12% conversion rate on abandoned shopping
cart email clickers. 65 additional transactions
over a one-month period from product
recommendations and a 16x ROI on their
marketing investment*.

The Shopping Cart
Abandonment and Product
Recommendation modules
helped us recover a substantial
number of abandoned carts
and grow sales with
recommendations in our
newsletters. ExpertSender’s
strategic advice and willingness
to experiment with different
solutions is highly valued
by our team.
Przemysław Słaby

eCommerce Marketing Director, Venezia

*Based on standard web module rates

Product Recommendations increase AOV
and sales. They deepen customer
engagement with compelling content that
resonates with customers. They are a highly
effective strategy used to maximize
cross-sell and upsell opportunities.
Abandoned Shopping Cart recovery helps you
win back customers that left your website
without completing a purchase. Don't regret
missed sales opportunities, target customers
that abandoned shopping carts across the
web, email and mobile channels.
Email Marketing Automation is creating
a sequence of steps and tasks that automate
different business scenarios. This sequence
will have strict rules and conditions that will
lead your customer down their desired path.

Thanks for taking the time to read our
success story. We'd love to talk to you
about your email marketing program
and help your business grow.

Schedule a demo today
expertsender.com/demo
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